Graft selection in cerebral revascularization surgery

TO THE EDITOR: We read with great interest the recent article by Stapleton et al.\(^1\) in which a comparative study of auto- and allo-saphenous vein grafts was conducted with a short-term follow-up (Stapleton CJ, Hussein AE, Behbahani M, et al. Comparative efficacy of autologous versus cadaveric saphenous vein grafts in cerebral revascularization surgery. *J Neurosurg*. Published online May 22, 2020. doi:10.3171/2020.3.JNS192546). The investigators disclosed that the autologous vein graft (AVG) achieved more robust blood flow, but a higher patency rate was noted in the xenogeneic vein graft (XVG) within 3 months postoperatively. They also concluded that allografts are a viable candidate when autografts are unavailable. We commend the authors for such a novel clinical study in terms of bypass graft selection, but some issues of this research should be addressed.

Cadaveric or artificial vessel grafts have been widely used in peripheral and cardiac surgery, as the researchers described. The benefits of applying xenogeneic grafts in bypass surgery include the avoidance of a second incision and, more importantly, the precise selection of grafts with a desired length and diameter. As is well known, the US is one of only a few countries with sufficient resources to have the capability to obtain a large number of XVGs to apply in clinical practice, which means that the fact that the rest of the countries in the world have limited resources in terms of human body donations significantly impedes the utilization of these grafts. In addition, ethical issues are sometimes a concern due to the strict religious backgrounds in some regions.

The overall patency rate of this series was less than 75% during only 2.2 months of follow-up, which was significantly lower than that of arterial vein grafts after long-term observation (> 3 years).\(^2\) This problem can be magnified within flow replacement bypass for complex aneurysms or tumors because the main arterial trunk has been sacrificed; furthermore, if the graft is occluded, this results in a high risk of ischemia in brain tissue. In addition, we may not strongly agree with the investigators in terms of their preferred application of venous grafts due to the availability of multiple arterial grafts,\(^3\) including grafts of the radial artery,\(^4\) the descending branch of the lateral femoral circumflex artery,\(^5\) and the tibial artery,\(^6,7\) which have been attempted with better outcomes than those of venous grafts. Moreover, although more than 25% of patients experienced graft occlusion in this series, their clinical outcomes or complications were not described or analyzed. Last, the investigators described the internal maxillary artery (IMaxA) as an interposition graft and simultaneously cited our previous publication.\(^5\) From our perspective, the IMaxA has been one of the most popular donors other than the grafts used in cases of high-flow bypass.\(^2\)\(^\)\(^-\)\(^7\)

In conclusion, we do not discredit allograft utilization but hope that cadaveric arterial grafts such as grafts of the radial artery or superficial temporal artery trunk can be implemented in the near future.
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Invasive neuromonitoring for poor-grade SAH

TO THE EDITOR: We read with interest the article by Veldeman et al.1 (Veldeman M, Albanna W, Weiss M, et al. Invasive neuromonitoring with an extended definition of delayed cerebral ischemia is associated with improved outcome after poor-grade subarachnoid hemorrhage. J Neurosurg. Published online May 15, 2020. doi: 10.3171/2020.3.JNS20375). The authors conducted a comparative analysis of consecutive patients with poor-grade subarachnoid hemorrhage (SAH) allocated in two different cohorts, one before the implementation of invasive neuromonitoring (INM) and another after its introduction. The authors assessed the impact of INM on the rate of delayed cerebral ischemia (DCI) and on functional outcomes in these cohorts. The post-INM cohort suffered fewer DCI-related and silent infarctions, experienced better functional outcomes, and required fewer CT scans. However, the overall rate of DCI and mortality remained unchanged, whereas a nonsignificant upward trend in the incidences of CSF infections, number of endovascular rescue treatments (ERTs), and length of stay at the intensive care unit were observed.

Recently, we reported our experience in the use of cerebral microdialysis (CMD) in patients with poor-grade SAH for the detection of ischemic crises leading to DCI.2 We advocated for a bilateral CMD policy and found that 24% of ischemic crises occurred in presumed silent hemispheres with few or no changes in the contralateral hemisphere. In addition, establishing a threshold of 7 or more ischemic events along the INM period yielded a specificity and sensitivity for DCI prediction of 96.2% and 83.3%, respectively. According to previous reports and to the results of Veldeman et al., we noted that deleterious events were detected earlier and that fewer neuroimaging studies were needed.3,4

The article by Veldeman et al. is definitely a valuable work that provides new insights and expands the potential applications of INM, while extending the classic definition of DCI. However, we would like to note some worthy concerns. First, it might be questionable to include patients who can be clinically assessed in a study focused on INM. Indeed, more than 60% of patients in the post-INM cohort were classified as Hunt and Hess grade 3. Second, it has not been disclosed which INM alteration was the basis for first-tier treatment to prevent DCI. Third, CMD reporting guidelines recommend presenting lactate/pyruvate ratio together with glucose as a first-tier approach to thoroughly characterize metabolic derangements.5 Fourth, although acknowledged by the authors, the rate of CSF infections is rather high in the post-INM cohort and was nearly double the acceptable infection rates for external ventricular drains.6 INM should be safe and reliable, therefore after the implementation of a novel INM policy, we would recommend a safety protocol to detect potential problems and establish proper solutions. In microbiological cultures of our 36 implanted CMD probes we did not find any infection.2 Lastly, the reasons leading to some of the clinical benefits obtained with the implementation of the INM are not thoroughly explained. For instance, why did the rate of silent infarctions significantly decrease? Was it due to an overall increase of ERT? Were patients requiring ERT comparable? As discussed by the authors, the main drawback of INM is that information refers to a limited area, whereas therapies are global. In that spirit, our team postulates that, regarding CMD, there is a rationale for bilateral INM in patients with poor-grade SAH.2
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We wish to thank Dr. García-García and colleagues for their interest in our research regarding INM and appreciate the critical appraisal of our recently published work. We have read their reply with great interest and would like to address the concerns raised by the authors.

As is highlighted by Dr. García-García and which is addressed in our paper, the Achilles heel of INM remains its low spatial resolution. Usually, to cover both anterior vascular territories, invasive probes are placed in the frontal watershed region ipsilateral to the ruptured aneurysm. The rationale behind this practice is based on the observation that the side of aneurysmal rupture, and resulting higher blood load, is most prone to DCI development. Midline aneurysms with a symmetrical blood load pose a problem in this regard. In a simulation of probe placement in 100 patients with SAH, Ulrich et al. concluded that probe location correlated with the territory of DCI ranging between 93% for middle cerebral artery and 23% for basilar artery aneurysms.1 It is well appreciated that bilateral probe placement, by definition, increases the area under investigation, and we congratulate the authors on their recent important paper. However, the primary goal of this study was to establish for the first time whether the overall concept of INM in general is able to improve management and outcome in poor-grade SAH. The benefit of multiple probes will have to be examined in future studies, taking into consideration the relative increase in risk in the context of additional probe placements and ideally the replacement with novel, noninvasive techniques.

Another safety issue is the risk of infection. We reported an increase of CSF infection of 10% (p = 0.098) after introduction of INM. In a previous trial at our institution, a rate of meningitis associated with external ventricular drains (EVDs) of 8.6 infections per 1000 drainage days was observed.2 The occurrence of meningoventriculitis has been significantly reduced by the use of chlorhexidine-containing dressing, similar to hygiene care for central lines, and this practice has been extrapolated to microdialysis probe care.3 However, within the context of the higher-grade SAH patient with extremely long hospitalization in the intensive care unit, CSF infection is mostly a diagnosis of exclusion, meaning that usually fever or elevated inflammatory markers trigger sampling, including culture of CSF. In cases of indwelling EVDs, the culturing of contaminants without pathological relevance is common. The nonsignificant increase in infections in our series could either be the result of coincidence or oversampling. However, we did not observe any overt infection of the probes either at the entry site or intraparenchymally. As the probes are not in direct contact with the ventricles, isolated ventriculitis in the absence of intraparenchymal infection implies that the infection rate, even if not artificially increased (see above), most likely developed irrespective of the probes. However, a contribution cannot be excluded. The brain tissue oxygenation (ptO2) monitoring system we use provides a bolt fixation mechanism completely immobilizing the probe, which is not the case for the microdialysis catheter. Small movements of the probe in and out of the skin remain possible, increasing the risk of infection by skin-derived pathogens. We have now introduced a multibolt fixation system for both monitoring systems (microdialysis and ptO2) and will monitor the technical differences closely.

Hunt and Hess grade 3 hemorrhages represent a group of patients with a mild reduced state of consciousness. Apart from asymmetry in motor function, these patients cannot be thoroughly neurologically examined and their condition frequently deteriorates. Early placement of INM is considered for their high risk of deterioration and the need for therapeutic monitoring.

In daily practice we also recommend making treatment decisions based on multiple factors pointing in the same direction. The possibilities and number of molecules assessable in CMD are infinite, and current existing data underlines that the lactate-to-pyruvate ratio—due to its predictive value on outcome and infarct development—has been the parameter we focused on. For an elaborate metabolic assessment, glucose values are important; from a decision-making standpoint, management recommendations in the context of glucose are less homogenous. As noted by Cesarini et al., increased levels of glucose can also be associated with poor outcome.4 However, the comment regarding the complexity of metabolic derangement, including the scenario of mitochondrial dysfunction, is well appreciated and will be the focus of additional work.

The concept of DCI and its complex pathophysiology is still only partially characterized. A growing body of data underlines that the phenomenon has to be seen as an affliction of the brain as a whole being predisposed to ischemic damage with superimposed local triggers. This uncertainty is reflected by the practice of first-tier systemic hypertension, but applying a localized endovascular treatment focused on resolving macroscopic vasospasm for refractory cases. The mere high-dosage delivery of nimodipine might exert protective effects independent of the macroscopic resolution of angiographic vasospasm. This is noted to emphasize that any diagnostic tool is only as valuable as the effectiveness of the treatment strategies it triggers. As the rate and modality of endovascular rescue treatment did not change from the historic to the present cohort, we believe that the decrease in the rate of previously silent
infarctions can mostly be attributed to the higher vigilance and earlier treatment of deteriorating patients.
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Reporting continuous variables and statistical significance in a study of 30-day hospital readmissions after mechanical thrombectomy for acute ischemic stroke

TO THE EDITOR: We read with great interest the article by Mouchtouris et al.1 (Mouchtouris N, Al Saiegh F, Valcarcel B, et al. Predictors of 30-day hospital readmission after mechanical thrombectomy for acute ischemic stroke. J Neurosurg. Published online May 1, 2020. doi:10.3171/2020.2.JNS193249). In this study, it was concluded that hypertension, length of hospital stay, and hemorrhagic conversion were important prognostic factors for readmission within 30 days in acute ischemic stroke patients treated with mechanical thrombectomy. However, the following issues should be addressed carefully.

First, it can be seen from the descriptions in their Tables 1 and 2 that continuous variables are represented by means and standard deviations (SDs) and that the differences between groups are compared by an unpaired t-test. However, we doubt whether those continuous variables described in these tables conform to a normal distribution and whether it is appropriate to describe those continuous variables that do not conform to a normal distribution as means and SDs. Obviously, the SD of some variables is almost equal to the mean, sometimes even larger than the mean. For example, the mean hospital length of stay in the readmitted group was 15.6 days, while the SD was 29.3 days, indicating that the data may not conform to a normal distribution. In this case, it is not appropriate to use an unpaired t-test to compare the differences between groups. We suggest using the Mann-Whitney U-test for statistical analysis of this study.

Second, as described in their Table 1, the hospital length of stay in the readmitted group was significantly higher than that in the non-readmitted group (15.6 ± 29.3 vs 9.1 ± 7.5 days). However, the p value described in their article suggests no statistical difference between the two groups. Based on the data provided in Table 1, the p value recalculated by Stata 11 software is < 0.001, which is notably different from the authors’ results. Is this a statistical mistake? We look forward to receiving a reasonable explanation from the authors. In addition, since the follow-up time has been reported in this study, why not use Cox regression analysis2,3 to explore prognostic factors?
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Intracranial pressure monitoring: challenge beyond the threshold numerical value

TO THE EDITOR: We have read with great attention the article by Doron et al.1 (Doron O, Barnea O, Stocchetti N, et al. Cardiac-gated intracranial elastance in a swine model of raised intracranial pressure: a novel method to assess intracranial pressure–volume dynamics. J Neurosurg. Published online June 5, 2020. doi:10.3171/2020.3.JNS193262). We would like to congratulate the authors. Their paper is very relevant, and we agree with most of the authors’ statements, especially with the description of a possible new model for monitoring intracranial pressure (ICP).

Our team believes that one great global need nowadays is to make ICP monitoring accessible to the largest number of patients possible for use in the treatment of many neurological and clinical diseases, not only neurological injury, because we believe that more widespread use of this method may ensure a better overall prognosis for these patients.

The article in question presents a study that uses small animals and a very small sample, and therefore the scientific evidence for using this ICP model clinically in human patients is still hypothetical. In addition, the method used by the authors of insufflation-deflation of the balloon is able to generate only one mechanism of a pathological process. The study did not define the borderline values of intracranial elastance that are associated with clinical findings. Details about the methodology used are also lacking, as it is still unknown if this method may be adversely affected by other parameters, in addition to the physiological ones already mentioned, like intracranial mass, hydrocephalus, and other clinical conditions.

Despite the search for a numerical limit value for ICP and new alternative models of monitoring, such as volume dynamics, by many in the scientific community, we believe that the ICP waveform (ICPwf) as a method of assessing and monitoring patients provides more accurate information than just the ICP cutoff number. The use of the ICPwf was associated with intracranial compliance (ICC),1,3 and in 2017 Ballestero et al.6 observed for the first time the relation between the peaks obtained with ICPwf monitoring, the P2/P1 ratio, as a marker for studying hydrocephalus. This waveform can also be used in other cases, such as in patients with neoplasms, contusions, and intracranial trauma, in order to monitor ICC. Thus, the numerical values are more referential than conclusive, due to their variations and the limited information about the outcomes.

Technological advances in the medical field have allowed the creation of a new noninvasive model to monitor ICC, the B4C sensor (Braincare), which Ballestero et al.6 applied in their study. This model includes a tensiometer and recorder connected to a mechanical device that touches the scalp surface in the frontoparietal area lateral to the sagittal suture. The ICP monitoring function of this instrument is based on the detection of brief changes in the measurements of the skull that result from pressure changes within it; that is, it relates the deformation of the skull with the detection of changes in mean ICP.6

We believe that this noninvasive ICPwf register technique would be of value to monitor neurocritical patients under various circumstances. Its advantages are affordability, efficiency, and simple and practical handling. Besides that, it does not trigger complications, such as infections or hemorrhages, which are frequent adverse effects from the use of invasive methods to monitoring ICP.
In their comments, Nunes Rabelo and colleagues stress the importance of ICP waveform analysis in pediatric hydrocephalus. As we discuss in the work, the model we reported is that a large-animal swine model intracranial pressure (ICP) dynamics. An advantage of the model provides a potentially useful platform to study cranial elastance in a swine model of raised intracranial pressure; a novel method to assess intracranial pressure-volume dynamics. J Neurosurg. Published online June 5, 2020. doi:10.3171/2020.3.JNS193262.

We were pleased to read the comments of Nunes Rabelo et al. regarding our article and concur that our article by Cenzato et al.1 which stressed the importance of the “hub-and-spoke system” (Cenzato M, DiMeco F, Fontanella M, et al. Editorial. Neurosurgery in the storm of the COVID-19) lockdown presented serious problems for neurosurgeons all over the world. We read with interest the article by Cenzato et al.,1 which stressed the importance of the “hub-and-spoke system”. The effects of these two parameters cannot be assessed in isolation. Hyperemia with high cerebral blood flow may lead to a higher intracranial pulse pressure while intracranial elastance remains unchanged.

Lastly, we concur with the assertion that an important goal is for ICP monitoring to be readily available to as many neurocritically ill patients worldwide as possible. We believe that it may be possible to incorporate the technology we describe into routine monitoring without using much in the way of additional resources. In fact, we are currently working to adapt the technology in a way that it can be used with any functioning external ventricular drain. Nunes Rabelo and colleagues advocate a noninvasive approach for monitoring ICP in order to potentially be able to spread monitoring availability to a wider range of patients. We support all efforts to develop noninvasive technologies for ICP monitoring, but at the same time, we are cognizant of the technological difficulties of achieving accurate measurements of ICP without a monitor within the cranium. We certainly hope that the approach advocated by Nunes Rabelo et al. will bear fruit and lead to important clinical advances. Our feeling is that these efforts should be pursued in parallel with efforts like ours that utilize a direct measure of intracranial elastance.

The COVID-19 crisis and return to the Hippocratic Corpus

TO THE EDITOR: The coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) lockdown presented serious problems for neurosurgeons all over the world. I read with interest the article by Cenzato et al.,1 which stressed the importance of the “hub-and-spoke system” (Cenzato M, DiMeco F, Fontanella M, et al. Editorial. Neurosurgery in the storm of COVID-19: suggestions from the Lombardy region, Italy (ex malo bonum). J Neurosurg. 2020;133[1]:33–34). In Lombardy this past February, hospitals were rapidly overcrowded by COVID-19 patients, and all neurosurgical activities (mainly trauma and vascular) were gathered at hospitals overcrowded by COVID-19 patients, and all neurosurgical activities (mainly trauma and vascular) were gathered at overcrowded by COVID-19 patients, and all neurosurgical activities (mainly trauma and vascular) were gathered at overcrowded by COVID-19 patients, and all neurosurgical activities (mainly trauma and vascular) were gathered at overcrowded by COVID-19 patients, and all neurosurgical activities (mainly trauma and vascular) were gathered at overcrowded by COVID-19 patients, and all neurosurgical activities (mainly trauma and vascular) were gathered at overcrowded by COVID-19 patients, and all neurosurgical activities (mainly trauma and vascular) were gathered at overcrowded by COVID-19 patients, and all neurosurgical activities (mainly trauma and vascular) were gathered at overcrowded by COVID-19 patients, and all neurosurgical activities (mainly trauma and vascular) were gathered at overcrowded by COVID-19 patients, and all neurosurgical activities (mainly trauma and vascular) were gathered at overcrowded by COVID-19 patients, and all neurosurgical activities (mainly trauma and vascular) were gathered at overcrowded by COVID-19 patients, and all neurosurgical activities (mainly trauma and vascular) were gathered at overcrowded by COVID-19 patients, and all neurosurgical activities (mainly trauma and vascular) were gathered at overcrowded by COVID-19 patients, and all neurosurgical activities (mainly trauma and vascular) were gathered at overcrowded by COVID-19 patients, and all neurosurgical activities (mainly trauma and vascular) were gathered at overcrowded by COVID-19 patients, and all neurosurgical activities (mainly trauma and vascular) were gathered at overcrowded by COVID-19 patients, and all neurosurgical activities (mainly trauma and vascular) were gathered at overcrowded by COVID-19 patients, and all neurosurgical activities (mainly trauma and vascular) were gathered at overcrowded by COVID-19 patients, and all neurosurgical activities (mainly trauma and vascular) were gathered at overcrowded by COVID-19 patients, and all neurosurgical activities (mainly trauma and vascular) were gathered at overwhel...
three centers (Niguarda, Brescia, and Varese), which were chosen based on geographical criteria as well as their receptive capacity, creating a hub-and-spoke scheme. In our hospital, scheduled craniotomies for patients with brain tumor were also postponed. I always experience fear and anxiety with regard to these patients’ outcomes. In addition, one of our neurosurgeons was reassigned to the new COVID wards, adding to the new stress the anxiety and fear associated with potential infection.

One of the oldest neuroscientists may be Hippocrates (460–377 BC). The Hippocratic Corpus is a collection of the ancient Greek medical text attributed to Hippocrates. In this text, a typical case report of a man with phobia was described. “Nicanor’s affection, when he went to a drinking party, was fear of the flute girl. Whenever he heard the voice of the flute begin to play at a symposium, masses of terrors rose up. He said that he could hardly bear it when it was night, but if he heard it in the daytime he was not affected. Such symptoms persisted over a long period of time.” This phobia and anxiety were labeled as a medical disorder, which was clearly discriminated from major depression. Hippocrates taught his contemporaries how to achieve freedom from anxiety in his Hippocratic Corpus in which he mentions treatments including “stoicism,” “peace of mind,” and “freedom,” which are the pillars of today’s cognitive therapy. These three pillars would hold us all in good stead as we cope with the ramifications of the pandemic in our personal lives and professional practices. One way to escape from the clutches of anxiety is to devote one’s attention to the present instead of worrying about the future.

Even so, medical practitioners continue to be influenced by their clinical experience, not least in avoiding doing harm to patients. In these days of the COVID-19 pandemic, neurosurgeons must often face uncertainty in their practices when choosing which patients to prioritize for neurosurgical procedures. The advice given to us by Hippocrates even 25 centuries ago can be heeded to this day to enable us to cope with the impact of COVID-19 on the practice of neurosurgery.
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